
DISCUSSION OF TUNNEL KILNS* 
On account of the heavy nature of the ware we 

put through the kiln we have to keep the hot zone at  2400 to 2500 
degrees F, about 2400 degrees on the average, and the ware is 
about three days in the hot zone. We run a little more slowly 
than some of the gentlemen, about 2 feet an hour, on account of 
the weight of the ware. The cars moving through the kiln are 
covered with a refractory material that we manufacture ourselves. 
This is in the shape of a large block about 8 inches thick placed 
on top of the cars and ventilated with holes so as to allow the cir- 
culation of the heat all through the ware that is on top. I am 
sorry we did not have some one to explain the working of these 
kilns before we talk about the results, about the way the kilns 
are cooled below and the scientific manner in which the drafts of 
the kiln are taken care of. It was remarkable to me that we 
could have a heat of 2400 degrees in the kiln and a downpour 
of heat into the space below the cars not hot enough to light a 
piece of paper'. 

I do not know whether the gentlemen stated 
or not, but I have heard that they have eliminated saggers and 
seals. 

I shall be very pleased to answer any 
points on which you may wish information. First, let me 
say that I much object to hearing the Dressler kiln so often re- 
ferred to as a muffle kiln. This description appears to me an 
inadequate one. The most important point is overlooked when 
you talk about it as a "muffle kiln." A muffle, we know, consists 
of one fire-clay box within another, the flames passing between 
the two shells, and, in the Dressler kiln, we are not doingthat 
a t  all. We did not adopt the internal combustion chamber 
primarily because we wanted to keep the flames from the goods. 
Our main purpose was the control of the flame-to burn the fuel 
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completely, and without excess of air, and, therefore, as economi- 
cally, efficiently or scientifically as possible. Our second, a not 
less important purpose, was to impart the heat thus produced to 
the goods with uniformity throughout. You know that it is 
quite impossible to burn gases effic.iently if you let them loose 
among the goods, and that truth applies to all forms of fuel. 
No mean exists by which you can regulate the mixture of air and 
fuel in an open kiln, whether periodic or continuous. Seger tells 
us that after numerous investigations, in the continuous circular 
or ring kiln, he never found less than ten times as much air passing 
through it as was needed for combustion. Well, 12 cubic feet 
of air weigh one pound. The weight of this excess of air in an 
open kiln calls for a fuel expenditure of not less than 55 to 60 
per cent over and above that which is really needed if the fuel 
is accurately burnt as in the Dressler kiln. You realize what that 
means on your fuel bill. The analysis of our burnt gases shows 
as high as 19 per cent of COZ. This is practically the maximum 
possible. 

I t  is the whole 
secret of progress. By its means, we can apply the heat just 
where we want it. We can lengthen or shorten the heat zone 
at will. In fact, we decide what the heat curve shad be and are 
masters of the heat, not mastered by it. 

Now, we do something more than this. By means of our 
chambers, we are able to use only hot air of recuperation-not 
cold air which is used in so many cases. This is a great saving. 
Further, we are able to recover nearly all of the remaining heat 
from the fired goods, in the form of hot air. The fuel value of this 
is not less than 40 per cent of the calories put into the kiln. Thus, 
where it has been usual to fire goods in a periodic kiln with twenty 
tons of coal we are able to do the same work with, say, five tons. 
Only three of the five are used for actual firing, and we return two 
tons' worth as hot air. That will be something acceptable to 
those who have to dry their goods. This is a distinctive feature 
of the Dressler kiln. 

To answer Professor Shaw's question, it is by the same means 
of control that we keep the heat from affecting the metal parts of 
the truck. We were able and very glad to give up the use of 

I must again point out the benefit of control. 
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sand seals, because the convection currents which take place 
at  the level of the benches of the kiln are so intense that they 
practically keep the heated air from penetrating below. These 
convection currents exist for the whole length of the heating zone. 
I do not mean to say that we have not got radiation at certain 
points. When we come to the hottest point radiation overtakes 
convection and.here it helps us, because by that time the goods are 
thoroughly permeated through and through with heat. You 
know the difference between radiation and convection as well 
as I do. You know that you can toast a piece of bread quite 
brown in a very short time if you hold i t  in front of a hot radiating 
fire, while the other side will remain white and cold. On the 
other hand, if you interpose ever so thin a screen, you will never 
make the toast. It is equally evident that the screen between 
the inner chamber and the goods prevents the radiation which 
will produce the undesirable inequality of heat distribution. 
That is the secret of our uniformity of heat throughout the goods. 
You have heard Mr. Gill tell you about it in actual production and 
there is therefore no use in my going into further explanations. 

With regard t o  any heat which travels down through the body 
of the car by conduction, this we remove by means of cooling 
pipes, drawing it off in the form of hot air or, in some cases, hot 
water. In the former instance, this heat, small as it is, is added 
to that which the manufacturer can have for his drying purposes. 
In this way, the metal parts are kept so cool that, as you have 
heard, paper will not char when fixed to the under part of the 
cars, even after an exposure of five days in the kiln. 

Mr. Sproat has spoken of the trouble he has had with tar and 
so forth, which he has now, however, overcome. This is a pro- 
ducer trouble. Where so many different types of fuel are used 
a trial period is necessarily first experienced in the gasification. 
With anthracite or coke there is no trouble. Where bituminous 
coals occur, which lead to more or less caking and clinkering, 
it is necessary to find out the best way of handling the producer 
so that a smooth production of gas may take place. 

Some people seem to 
think that our kiln, having such very thin-walled combustion 
chambers, must be a very delicate apparatus and one suited only 

One more thing I would like to say. 
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for delicate ware-not for such products as brick, paving blocks 
and heavy materials of that sort. You have seen on the screen 
the glass tank blocks, which we fire. They do not appear very 
delicate affairs. As regards large outputs and big weights, I 
may tell you that we have kilns at present firing no less than 300 
tons of material in 24 hours, which, in terms of brick, would be 
equivalent to IOO,OOO per day, and this production goes on year 
in and year out, in some cases for three years without a stop. 
That is my answer to anyone who is afraid that our kiln is no 
suited for the production of large quantities of common building 
materials. 

If you have a breakdown in the muffle 
how long does it take you to get into the kiln and replace the 
muffle and heat it up'again? 

That depends a great deal on the heat of 
the oven, and so forth, but I think ten days. 

I would like to call attention to one 
statement Mr. Dressler made, that he felt i t  was impossible to 
get perfect combustion, or impossible to control the combustion 
anywhere outside of a rmffle. Now, as a matter of fact, in this 
muffle he must control the combustion. If he gets an excess of 
gas, combustion will take place too far down in the tunnel, and 
if he gets too much air, his flame will be too short. So he must 
control his combustion even inside that muffle in order to get 
the results he wants. Now, then, the advocates of open firing 
maintain that if your fire boxes, or your furnaces, or combustion 
chamber, or whatever you call it, are properly designed, you can 
control the combustion within that chamber just as perfectly 
as it can be controlled within the interior of any other combustion 
chamber; and if your combustion is properly controlled then the 
products of combustion are free from a reducing effect. They 
contain only the normal products of combustion and whatever 
sulfur your fuel has, and they are not injurious to the ware any 
more than those in any other type of indirect fired kiln. It is a 
question of control of combustion, whether you control it inside 
of an inner wall or within an ordinary combustion chamber 
and in the direct-fired kiln it has been possible t o  control this com- 
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bustion so that there is an entire absence of flame in the tunnel 
at all times. 

TO emphasize Mr. Ogden’s statement, 
I may say that to create combustion, a combustible, oxidizing 
agent, proper temperature and thorough mixture of the above 
are necessary. Assuming that the combustion chamber is cor- 
rectly figured, the temperature obtained is such that by increasing 
or decreasing the oxidizing agent the temperature falls down, 
thus creating a chemically neutral quality of the flame. Let us 
call this condition 100 per cent. With the deficiency of air up to 
30 per cent, the temperature will gradually fall and still create 
a smokeless combustion with gases of reducing nature. With 
a still greater deficiency of air the combustion becomes smoky 
and uncontrollable. With excess of air up to 30 per cent the 
temperature will also go down, the flame will be smokeless and the 
gases of oxidizing nature. With further excess of air the com- 
bustion becomes uncontrollable. 

It is possible to fire a kiln with direct flame, producing desired 
results, especially if the combustion chambers are placed outside 
the kiln and if the supply of combustible and oxidizing agents is 
under full control. In the Kirk muffle tunnel kiln recently con- 
structed for the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com- 
pany, neutral or reducing atmosphere in the combustion chamber 
was created at  will. 

Can a tunnel kiln be operated at  cone 
I 8 economically? 

Yes sir. In the direct-fired tunnel kiln 
that we are building we give in one of our movements a six-hour 
soaking heat. We go up gradually and can go from practically 
atmospheric condition up to 2500 degrees F or almost as much 
higher as you desire to go, certainly away beyond cone 18, be- 
cause we have burned up to 2900 degrees F. At the cooling end 
of the kiln, the ware cools almost perfectly. Now this was not 
the case when we were experimenting on,tunnel kilns, because the 
first tunnel kiln we built was only 160 feet long and had only one 
firing zone. Today we build our kilns 240 feet long, and they 
are as near perfect as a tunnel kiln can be built, and we can prove 
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it to any man who has a prejudice or who doubts the proposition. 
When you can take a direct-fired tunnel kiln and operate on a one- 
hour movement, six hours' soaking, then you really have a kiln. 
Every man here knows that clay ware must be burned through 
and through, that he can not burn the outer surface only and still 
have a good product, that it must be burned to the center just as 
well as the outside, and that a soaking heat is absolutely necessary 
to secure this result. Another thing every one here should under- 
stand is that a direct-fired kiln must, of necessity, have a greater 
capacity than any kilns which have frills and furbelows. 

I would just like to ask the cone 18 
gentleman where he got his fire brick. Did he get them from Ger- 
many? 

You can get many of them in America; 
cone 18 is only 2642 degrees F. We have burned way beyond 
that and the bricks stood the test. 

DR. SAMUEL TROOD: I think they might stand for a short 
period but not for a year continually. 

MR. J. B. OWENS: How much more is the heat in your fire- 
brick box than the kiln? You ran 
your old type kiln to cone I 2 ; how much hotter is the heat in your 
fire box than up in your kiln? 

MR. E. C. STOVER: 

MR. J. B. OWENS: 

The old type kiln I refer to. 

DR. SAMUEL "ROOD: But they bum out. 
MR. J. B. OWENS: Ours will burn out a t  times, but we have 

experienced no trouble of that kind except with one kind of 
brick. 

DR. SAMUEL TROOD: How do you control the flame going 
right into the kiln? 

MR. J. B. OWENS: We do not have any flame going into 
the kiln. 

DR. SAMUEL TROOD: You call it products of combustion. 
I call it flame. How do yon control the zones? By zones I mean 
places in the kiln where the temperature is to be raised or lowered. 
For example, how do you retard the temperature when the ware 
begins to reach 750 degrees and up to 900 degrees? 

MR. J. B. OWENS: We do not retard to soak. Our heating 
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zones are large enough to give us the soak as the cars pull through. 
We never change our heat after the kiln is once full. 

DR. SAMUEL “ROOD: I appreciate that, but how do you 
install them in your kiln? 

MR. J. B. OWENS: That is done by dampers in the walls 
of our kiln. We can control that as near perfectly, I believe, 
as i t  can be controlled. 

I hope that within the next year some of our 
wealthy manufacturers will build one of these IS-cone kilns and 
give us the results at our next meeting. 

One is now being operated at  cone 16-17, 
in which they do reach 18 a t  times. 

In Berlin they have a kiln in which cone 1 8  is 
produced, but I am asking where in America you can get a brick 
that will fire ware at cone IS? 

May I make a statement which I think 
I can substantiate? Burning cone 19 down is perfectly possible 
and is being done in the United States in periodic downdraft kilns 
a t  least 14 feet in diameter. There are several types of brick that 
will withstand this temperature ; and with the so-called super- 
refractories, it is possible, if you want to  spend the money, to 
burn cone 26 down if you have fuel that will do it. 

MR. E. C. STOVER: Would you mind giving us the address? 
MR. F. C. RIDDLE: I know that Hy-Brand brick will stand 

up at cone 18, and there are several others. 
MR. HOWELL: In  the past six months I have come in contact 

with 2 4  or 25 brands of fire brick made in England, Scotland, 
Germany and Sweden, and I believe there are a couple of brands 
from Canada, and with only one exception did we find any of 
these foreign bricks which were not fused or soft above cone 32. 
One brand which was called the Snowball fused above cone 32;  
but outside of that one brand, we did not find anything which 
would cause any serious competition with the better grade of 
American refractories. 

DR. SAMUEL TROOD: We were talking about continuous kilns. 
So far as the best intermittent kiln, either downdraft or updraft 
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kiln is concerned, we do produce these results. I got them my- 
self, but every time I burned down the kiln from the roof to the 
bottom. There is no question but that we can do it, but we 
are talking about a continuous kiln where the repair, as Mr. 
Dressler said, means ten days, and means not only considerable 
money, but ten days' interruption to production. As arule, any 
reputable kiln builder employs carborundum blocks. The 
Dressler kiln has carborundum blocks and carborundum cham- 
bers and they stand. 

A MEMBER: 
DR. SAMUEL TROOD: Until a foolish man comes along and 

puts in a charge of something that will blow them up. 
MR. R. J. MONTGOMERY: In burning a tunnel a t  cone 18 

(1500 degrees C-2732 degrees F) to use fire-clay refractories in 
the hot zone would be to invite trouble. There is too small a 
factor of safety in the material. The A. S. T. M. standard tem- 
perature for testing first quality material is only 1350 degrees 
and practically all fire brick will show a shrinkage when held at  
1350 degrees C for I ' / ~  hours under a load of 25 lbs. per square 
inch. 

A few brands might be found which will stand the load test 
without linear shrinkage of z per cent or more, but holding for 
months at  a temperature of 150 degrees C higher would certainly 
cause some shrinkage. Also the fire-clay mortars are not as free 
from shrinkage as the brick. The total shrinkage of mortar and 
brick could easily cause the wall to sag. Probably complete 
failure would not occur with a very high grade brick, but un- 
desirable shrinkage would certainly be obtained. Insulation for 
fuel economy would prevent the use of thin walls so only the inside 
surface would reach full heat. 

The coke oven is a good example of where silica has replaced fire 
brick when continuous high heats are used. Cone 18 or 2 0  

could be held indefinitely with no softening effect or shrinkage 
either on the brick or mortar. You still have a reasonable factor 
of safety and accidental overheating would not cause as much 
damage as with fire-clay refractories. Coke ovens have given 
8 to 10 or more years of service with working temperatures from 

How long do you guarantee them to stand? 
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1525 degrees C to 1575 degrees C without signs of failure from 
lack of refractoriness. There is no sagging of the wall and loss of 
alignment due to shrinkage. 

I may emphasize that remark about 
refractories with a very few short words. During the war, 
being in charge of a metallurgical proposition in California, the 
question came up where to get refractories, that would stand in 
an electric open-pit furnace. You gentlemen know how high 
are the temperatures produced with direct process of ferroman- 
ganese. I could not get the refractories and used common brick, 
yellow brick at $40 a thousand. I made the walls quite thin, 
jacketed all around with boiler plate and water-jacketed the fur- 
nace. Of course, I paid considerably for that, but ferromanganese 
at  that time was worth $410 a ton, and that would pay for any 
expense. That was one way a kiln could be built, by cooling 
the combustion chamber. 

I had so far trespassed upon the time of the convention that 
I felt that I could not take up any more of it in answering Mr. 
Ogden. I am therefore glad of the opportunity given me of 
preparing a written reply. The difference between burning the 
fuel in a combustion chamber placed inside the oven, as in the 
Dressler kiln, and of burning it in a fire box placed outside the 
tunnel, in the case of an open fire tunnel kiln is considerable. 

I .  Our combustion chamber is controlled at  both ends. All 
the products of combustion burnt in it pass into a flue with a 
damper to it. The products of combustion in the second case 
pass into the oven ox tunnel, which has doors a t  each end through 
which air will enter every time the goods are put in or taken out 
and the flues therefore are drawing not only on the fire box but 
on the two openings in the tunnel. The difference in the control 
is evident. 

2. Now with regaxd to economy, all the heat used in the period 
of incipient to complete combustion goes into the walls of the 
chamber. If this is outside instead of inside, all the heat which 
radiates from this chamber is lost. 

3. In the open tunnel the air with which the fuel is burnt in 
the outside fire box is mostly cold. Therefore, the principle 
.of recuperation is not used at  all or only in a small degree. This 

DR. SAMUEL TROOD: 
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means that a large proportion of the fuel is used in heating up 
cold air. 

4. As the burnt gases from this fire box enter the kiln, they 
encounter and mix with the cooler air, which enters the tunnel 
ends through the doors every time they are opened. All this air 
has to be heated up uselessly to the top temperature required. 

Thus, though the air and fuel put into the outside fire box may 
be in the proper proportion, as soon as they enter the kiln, this 
proportion is entirely upset. It is only necessary to analyze 
the products of combustion to realize this. As a consequence 
of using the tunnel itself as a flue, an unavoidable variation of 
temperature in the kiln occurs every time the doors are opened. 

We will have to consider that this closes the 
discussion. If you have anything further, we will ask the gen- 
tlemen involved to conduct the discussion by mail. The way 
this session has developed has been a source of considerable 
personal satisfaction to me. It was my desire to have this on 
the program last year, but for certain reasons it was not possible. 
I hope next year we will be able to continue this along with other 
sessions of interest to factory men. 

THE CHAIR: 
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